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Abstract—This paper studies a variant of the Pliable Index
CODing (PICOD) problem, i.e., an index coding problem where
a user can be satisfied by decoding any message that is not in
its side information set, where communication is decentralized,
i.e., it occurs among users rather than by the central server,
and secure, i.e., each user is allowed to decode only one message
outside its side information set and must not be able to collect
any information about any other message that is not its decoded
one. Given the difficulty of the general version of this problem,
this paper focuses on the case where the side information sets
are ‘s circular shifts’, namely, user u’s side information set is
the set of messages indexed by {u, u+1, . . . , u+ s−1} for some
fixed s and where the indices are intended modulo the cardinality
of the message set. This particular setting has been studied in
the ‘decentralized non-secure’ and in the ‘centralized secure’
settings, thus allows one to quantify the cost of decentralized
communication under security constraints on the number of
transmissions. Interestingly, the decentralized vs the centralized
secure setting incurs a multiplicative gap of approximately three.
This is in contrast to the cases without security constraint, where
the multiplicative gap is known to be at most two.

I. INTRODUCTION

Index Coding (IC) consists of one transmitter with m
independent messages and n users. The users are connected to
the transmitter through an error-free broadcast link. The users
have side information sets locally available to them, which are
subsets of the m messages. Each user has a pre-determined
message as its desired message to decode. The transmitter
has knowledge of all users’ side information sets and desired
messages, which it uses to generate the codewords that en-
able every user to decode its desired message. Users decode
based on the received codeword from the transmitter and the
messages in their side information set. The question is to find
the minimum number of transmissions/code-length such that
every user can decode its desired messages successfully. In
this paper we study the decentralized, secure and pliable IC
problem, which is motivated by three variants of IC: Pliable
Index CODing (PICOD), decentralized IC, and secure IC.

a) Pliability: The PICOD problem is motivated by sce-
narios where the desired messages for the users are not pre-
determined. Such situations include Internet radio, streaming
services, online advertisement system, etc. In these cases, the
transmitter can leverage the freedom of choosing the desired
messages for the users, together with the side information sets
at the users, to minimize the cost of transmission. PICOD was
proposed in [1], where the system includes a single transmitter,
m message, and n users with message side information sets.
Different from IC, in the PICOD each user is satisfied when-
ever it can decode a message that is not in its side information

set. The goal in the PICOD is to find the assignment of desired
messages for the users and the corresponding transmission
strategy that lead to the shortest possible code-length.

From the achievability side, results from [1], [4], [15]
show that PICOD affords an exponential code-length reduction
compared to IC under the linear encoding constraint. From the
converse side under linear constraint, the work in [15] provides
a lower bound on the required number of transmissions in
order for the randomly generated PICOD problem to be
satisfied. In [7], we derived the information theoretical optimal
code-length for some PICOD’s with symmetric structure in
the side information sets (among which the class ‘PICOD
with circular-arc side information’ of interest in this paper)
by leveraging novel combinatorial arguments. In [11], [12] the
Authors also derived information theoretical converse bounds
by explicitly leveraging the ‘absent users’ in the system.

b) Decentralized Communication: The decentralized IC
is motivated by peer-to-peer and ad-hoc network where there
is no central transmitter/server. Here, the codewords are gen-
erated by the users based their side information set and sent
through a time-sharing noiseless broadcast channel. The goal
in decentralized IC is to find the shortest code-length that
allows all users to decode their desired message.

The decentralized IC is a special case of the multi-sender
IC [10] and of the distributed IC (where the system has m
messages and 2m − 1 servers with different message sets
available for encoding) [8]. Recently, the decentralized IC has
been studied in [13] under the name embedded IC (where the
information available for encoding at the servers is the same as
the side information sets at the users), where it is shown that
the optimal number of transmissions under linear encoding
constraint does not increase by more than a multiplicative
factor of 2 when turning a linear code for the IC to a linear
code for embedded IC. A task-based solution (i.e., a one-short
scheme) for the embedded IC was discussed in [3].

We studied the decentralized PICOD in [5], where we
proved the information theoretical optimal number of transmis-
sions for all those centralized PICOD’s we had solved in [7];
interestingly, in these cases we showed that the multiplicative
gap between the optimal number of transmissions of the
centralized vs the decentralized setting is often very close to
or exactly equal to 1, meaning that decentralized transmission
imposes a very minimal cost in terms of network load.

c) Secure Communication: Security in IC has been stud-
ied from several perspectives. IC with an eavesdropper, who
has a limited access to the side information sets and to the
transmitted codeword, was proposed in [2]; in such a model
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the transmitter needs to satisfy all users while preventing
the eavesdropper from getting any new information from the
transmissions. Another studied model is ‘security against other
users’ where the transmitter wants to prevent the users from
knowing the content of the desired messages of the other users
from the received broadcast codewords. In [9] the cases of (i)
strong security (a user does not learn any information from the
set of the non-desired messages) with secure key and (ii) weak
security (a user may learn some information from the set of
the non-desired messages but does not infer any information
on the non-desired messages, also referred to as ‘individual
security’) without secure key were investigated.

Recently, the Authors of [14] studied the case of ‘weak
security against other users’ in PICOD’s with ‘s circular
shift’ side information set structure, namely, user u’s side
information set is the set of messages indexed by {u, u +
1, . . . , u + s − 1} for some fixed s and where the indices
are intended modulo the cardinality of the message set m.
In [6] we generalized the problem setup of [14] and provided
linear codes whose length is at most one more than a converse
bound under the constraint of linear encoding. Our results
for centralized PICOD with ‘s circular shift’ side information
structure demonstrate a multiplicative gap between secure and
non-secure versions of the problem that is not bounded in
general; in particular, for s ≥ m/2 the two cases have the
same information theoretic optimal code-length; however, for
1 ≤ s < m/2 and under the constraint of linear encoding,
the minimal number of transmissions for the secure PICOD is
lowered bounded by essentially m/(2s), while the non-secure
PICOD can always be satisfied by at most 2 transmissions.

Contribution and Paper Organization: The decentralized
secure PICOD studied in this paper is the ‘individual secure’
version of the decentralized PICOD, motivated by the com-
munication system without central transmitter such as peer-to-
peer networks. In practice, security is a very important factor
in peer-to-peer networks, since such networks usually consist
of many anonymous users, and malicious users can get into
the networks comparatively easily. Security against other users
in the systems guarantees that the files that are shared over the
network will not fall into the hands of malicious users.

Given the difficulty of the PICOD in general, we focus here
on the case of ‘s circular shift’ side information set structure as
in [6], [14]. We show that, under a linear encoding constraint,
several cases that are feasible in the centralized setting become
infeasible in decentralized setting. Our bounds reveal:

1) On the one hand, when m
m−s ∈ Z, i.e., one transmission

can satisfy all users in the centralized non-secure PICOD
setting, the information theoretical optimal number of
transmissions is m

s , which coincides with the optimality
result for the decentralized case without security. Thus,
in this decentralized setting security comes for free.

2) On the other hand, when m
m−s 6∈ Z, i.e., two trans-

mission can satisfy all users in the centralized non-
secure PICOD setting, things are very different. Under
linear encoding constraint, we show the converse bound
`? ≥ 3m

2s , which seems to indicate that we need roughly

3 times more transmission compared to the case of
centralized secure PICOD with linear encoding. This
converse bound is shown to be tight in some cases.
The multiplicative gap between the centralized and
decentralized secure PICODs is strictly larger than the
one between centralized and decentralized non-secure
PICODs with the same side information set structure.
This shows a fundamental difference when we impose
security constraints in decentralized settings.

3) Our achievability result does not cover all decentralized
secure PICOD’s with ‘s circular shift’ side information
sets, namely, at the time of submitting this paper we had
not find a general scheme for all odd values of message
size m. We observe that for odd m and m

m−s /∈ Z,
there are many infeasible cases under the linear encoding
constraint. However, not all odd m and m

m−s /∈ Z are
infeasible; for example, the case (m, s) = (11, 8) is
feasible. The feasibility for general odd m is subject
of current investigation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the system model; Section III provides the main
results and discussion; Section IV proves the infeasibility
result of Theorem 1; Section V and Section VI prove the
converse and achievability parts for Theorem 2, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Throughout the paper we use the following notation. For
integers 1 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 we let [a1 : a2] := {a1, a1 +1, . . . , a2},
and [a2] := [1 : a2]. A capital letter as a subscript denotes set
of elements whose indices are in the set, i.e., WA := {wa :
wa ∈W,a ∈ A}. For two sets A and B, A \B is the set that
consists all the elements that are in A but not in B.

In this paper we study the decentralized secure PICOD
problem with m messages and with ‘s circular shift’ side
information sets defines as follows.

1) m ∈ N users and no central transmitter. The user set is
denoted as U := {u1, u2, . . . , um}.

2) m messages. The messages are of κ ∈ N independent
and uniformly distributed bits. The message set is de-
noted as W := {w1, w2, . . . , wm}.

3) User ui, i ∈ [m], knows the messages indexed by its
side information set Ai := [i : (i + s − 1) mod m].
The collection of all side information sets, denoted as
A := {A1, A2, . . . , An}, is assumed globally known
at all users. For valid setup we have s ∈ [m − 1],
i.e., the users have some but not all messages as side
information.

4) A shared noiseless broadcast channel connects all users
in the system. The users broadcast their codewords to
all the other users one at a time.

5) The codewords are generated by each user based on
their side information set. In other words, the overall
transmission is x`κ := {x`1κ, . . . , x`nκ} where code-
word x`jκ is generated by the j-th user as

xκ`j := ENCj(WAj
,A), ∀j ∈ [m], (1)



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR PICOD’S WITH CIRCULAR SHIFT SIDE INFORMATION SETS.

Without security With security
Infeasible cases: m

m−s
/∈ Z, odd m, s = 1 or s = m− 2.

Centralized `?it =

{
1, m

m−s
∈ Z,

2, m
m−s

/∈ Z.
`?it =

{
1, m

m−s
∈ Z,

2, m
m−s

/∈ Z and s > m/2.

dbm
s
c/2e ≤ `? =

{
dbm

s
c/2e, m

m−s
/∈ Z, s < m

2
, m

s
∈ Z,

dbm
s
c/2e+ 1, m

m−s
/∈ Z, s < m

2
, m

s
/∈ Z.

Infeasible cases: m
m−s

/∈ Z, s = 1, 2 or s = 3,m− 2 with odd m

Decentralized `?it =

{
m
s
, m

m−s
∈ Z,

2, m
m−s

/∈ Z.
`?it = m/s, m

m−s
∈ Z

3m
2s
≤ `? =

{
3m
2s

, m
m−s

/∈ Z, m
2s
∈ Z,

m
2

+ 2− d s
2
e, m

m−s
/∈ Z, even m.

for some function ENCj .
The total code-length is ` :=

∑
j∈[m] `j and

6) The decoding function at the j-th user is

ŵj := DECj(WAj
, x`κ), ∀j ∈ [m], (2)

for some function DECj .
A decoding success is declared for user uj if ŵj = wdj
for some dj ∈ [m] \ Aj . That is, user uj decodes a
message that is outside its own side information set.

7) The decoding at the j-th user must also be ‘individually
secure’ meaning it must satisfy

I(Wi|xκ`,WAj
,A) = 0, ∀i ∈ [m] \ ({dj} ∪Aj). (3)

8) Given (m, s), we aim to find the smallest ` such that
the decoding is successful and individually secure at
all users. We assume κ can be arbitrarily large for
asymptotic analysis. We indicate the optimal code-length
as `?it (subscript ‘it’ sands for ‘information theoretically
optimal’). If we restrict the encoding functions to be
linear maps, the optimal code-length is denoted by `?

(without any subscript, so as not to clutter the notation).

III. MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our main results in this paper are as follows.
Theorem 1 (Infeasible cases): For the decentralized secure

PICOD with circular shift side information sets and linear
encoding, in the following cases it is not possible to satisfy
all users while maintaining the security constraint:

1) s = 1,m ≥ 3;
2) s = 2,m ≥ 5;
3) s = 3 and odd m;
4) s = m− 2 and odd m.
Theorem 2 (Converse bound with multiplicative gap of 3

compared to the centralized setting): For the decentralized
secure PICOD with circular shift side information sets, when
m/(m− s) ∈ Z we have `?it = m/s, otherwise

3m

2s
≤ `? ≤

{
3m
2s , m/2s ∈ Z,
m
2 + 2− d s2e, m/2s /∈ Z and even m.

(4)

Table I summarizes known results for the PICOD problem
with circular shift side information sets in four setups (cen-
tralized vs. decentralized transmission, and with vs. without
security constraint). We can see that, for the case m/(m−s) ∈
Z, the minimal number of transmissions is the same as the
case without security constraint. In this case the security
constraint does not make any difference. However, the case
m/(m− s) 6∈ Z behaves differently:
• In decentralized PICOD, many feasible non-secure cases

become infeasible because of the security constraint.
Compared to the centralized setting, we have more in-
feasible cases in the decentralized setting. For instance,
the centralized case with s = 2 is feasible but becomes
infeasible in the decentralized setting.

• Our general converse bound under linear encoding con-
straint is `? ≥ 3m/(2s). The multiplicative gap to the
centralized secure PICOD when s < m/2 is roughly 3.
Note that the gap between the centralized [7] and de-
centralized [5] PICOD without security constraint is at
most 2. Our results show that when security constraints
are imposed, the cost of decentralization for PICOD
becomes substantially larger.

• We can also quantify the impact of decentralized com-
munication on non-secure vs. secure PICOD. In the
centralized setting, security constraints change the linear
optimality result only when s < m/3. In the decen-
tralized setting, security constraints change the linear
optimality for at least for s < 3m/4, which is strictly
larger than the above.

• We remark that our results on decentralized secure PI-
COD is incomplete at the time of submitting this paper.
Our general achievable scheme for even m does not
exactly match the converse bound in general. For odd
m, there are many cases for which we can neither prove
or disapprove feasibility at this point; for example, for
m = 11 the cases s = 1, 2, 3, 9 are infeasible while
s = 10, 8 are feasible, but the other cases are still
open. Nonetheless, our results already show a funda-
mental difference between decentralized and centralized
secure PICOD. Completing the characterization of the
decentralized secure PICOD is part of ongoing work.



IV. INFEASIBLE CASES

In this section we show that the cases in Theorem 1 do not
have a feasible linear solutions.

We note that in the proofs below we do not limit ourselves to
scalar or one-shot schemes. In general, the transmissions can
be linear combinations of fractions of messages, since each
message consists κ bits. Therefore, one transmission may not
allow users to decode a complete message but just a part of
it. However, by the security constraint, a user can not decode
any parts for the messages that are not its desired message.
If a user decodes a part of one message, the message is the
desired message of the user. Then by the converse argument,
the user will eventually decode its desired message and be
able to mimic the other user.

a) Case s = 1, m ≥ 3: In this case each user only
has one message in its side information set. Since in the
decentralized setting the codewords are generated based on
the local message knowledge, we can assume without loss of
generality that user u1 does the first transmission. For the first
transmission, u1 can only generate a codeword based on its
side information w1, and thus without loss of generality it
transmits w1. This will allow all other users to decode w1.
Once w1 has been decoded, all other users who have w1 in
their side information set can mimic user u1 and thus decode
message wd1 (where d1 is the index of the desired message by
user u1). When m 6= 3, there are more than two users who can
mimic user u1 and there is at least one user who can decode
more than one messages. This case is thus infeasible.

Note that this argument is true even without the linear
encoding constraint. Therefore the result here is information
theoretical.

b) s = 2, m ≥ 5: With linear encoding, the codewords
are linear combinations of the locally available messages. The
first transmission is thus a linear combination of at most
two messages. We observe that a linear combination of two
consecutive messages violates the security constraint. This is
so because of the following. Without loss of generality assume
the first transmission is done by user u2. On the one hand, user
u2 can send a linear combination of messages w2 and w3; by
receiving this transmission, user u1 (who has w2) can decode
w3 and user u3 (who has w3) can decode w2; now both users
u1 and u3 can now mimic user u2 and decode wd2 ; since
A1 ∩ A3 = ∅, wd2 can not be in the side information sets of
both user u1 and user u3, therefore, u1 or u3 must be able
to decode one more message outside their side information
set which violates the security constraint. On the other hand,
sending an uncoded message one at a time is not secure by [6,
Proposition 1] not even in the centralized case. We conclude
that there is no feasible linear solution in this case.

c) s = 3 and odd m: The transmission can only be a
linear combination of two messages with adjacent indices. One
transmission determine the desired messages of two users. The
same message can not be involved in two different transmis-
sions. Therefore the involved messages of all transmissions
are disjoint and linear combinations of the transmissions are
not useful in terms of decoding. ` transmissions then always

satisfy 2` users. However, the number of users m is odd in
this case. There will be always at least one unsatisfied user.
Otherwise the security constraint will be violated. We conclude
there is no feasible solution for this case.

Note that for either s = 2,m ≥ 5 or s = 3,m odd,
the argument holds true for any invertible mapping, thus not
necessarily a linear code. We have however not been able
to derive yet a fully information theoretic converse (i.e., no
restriction on the encoding map).

d) s = m−2 and odd m: This case is infeasible since it
is infeasible in the centralized case without constraint of linear
encoding. Thus it is also infeasible in the decentralized case.

V. CONVERSE BOUND

In this section we prove the converse bound `? ≥ 3m
2s under

the linear encoding constraint for m
m−s /∈ Z. We construct a

‘chain of desired message pairs’ which provides an inequality.
We then derive a lower bound based on the maximum number
of satisfied users. By combining these two inequalities we have
the desired converse bound.

a) Desired Message Pairs: With linear encoding, each
transmission is a linear function of the messages in the side
information set of the transmitting user (i.e., we neglect the
messages that a user may have already decoded thanks to
previous transmissions by other users). This is without loss
of generality because if the transmission involves codewords
sent in previous time slots, we can do the transmission by
just sending the part that is only involving the messages in
the side information set and the rest of the users will add the
contribution of the previous transmissions themselves.

Let us consider the codeword generator matrix G of the
overall linear code. The i-th transmission is the i-th row of G,
and is denoted as gi. Let Span(G) denote the row vector linear
span of G. Under the decentralized setting, each transmission
involves the messages that are in one user’s side information
set. By [6, Proposition 1], Span(G) does not include any
standard basis vector. That is, each transmission involves at
least two messages. Let bi ≤ s−1 be the range of the messages
that are involved in i-th transmission. Explicitly, the i-th row
of G can have at most bi nonzero elements, in the range
[ai : ai+ bi− 1 mod m], between the ai-th and (ai+ bi− 1)
mod m-th elements. By the argument in Section IV-0b, the
transmission can not involve the first and the last messages
in the side information set at the same time. Therefore, the
messages that are involved in one transmission are in the range
bi ∈ [2 : s− 1].

Fig. 1 illustrates the users, their desired messages, and sent
codewords: the users are denoted by their side information
set that is represented as a rectangle; the desired messages
are devoted by the circled numbers next to a user; and the
codewords are denoted by arrows, with their ranges shown
over the arrows. Without loss of generality, assume a1 = 1. By
the first transmission, ub1−s+1 mod m determines the desired
message by ui to be wb1 , and the desired message by u2
to be w1. Note that the desired messages of these two
users are adjacent to their side information sets. Therefore,



these two users can mimic other users by decoding their
desired messages. Specifically, ub1−s+1 mod m can mimic
ub1−s+2 mod m and u2 can mimic u1. To satisfy the security
constraint, the desired messages of ub1−s+2 mod m and u1
must be db1−s+2 mod m = b1 − s+ 1 mod m and d1 =
s+ 1, respectively.

Now consider u1. To satisfy u1, there must exist a vector
v1 ∈ Span(G) such that its (s + 1)-th element is nonzero
and all its nonzero elements are in the range [1 : s + 1].
By a linear combination of v1 and g1 (the first row of the
generator matrix), we can generate a vector g2 such that
its 1st element is zero, its (s + 1)-th element is nonzero,
and all its nonzero elements are in the range [2 : s + 1].
Therefore, g2 and g1 are linearly independent, and g2 is a
valid row of G. The transmission of g2, besides satisfying
user u1, also satisfies user us−b2+3, whose decoded message
must be ws−b2+2. After decoding its desired message, user
us−b2+3 can mimic us−b2+2 thus the desired message of
us−b2+2 must be w2s−b2+1. Now we focus on us−b2+2. By a
similar argument, we can see there must exist a g3 such that
its nonzero elements are in the range [s− b2+3 : 2s− b2+1]
and the (2s−b2+1)-th element is nonzero. Vector g3 leads to
the determination of the desired messages of another two users
in the system and then of vector g4 for another transmission.

We can see that the desired messages we found by this
argument can be grouped into pairs. For instances, (w1, ws+1)
and (ws−b2+2, w2s−b2+1) are two such pairs, denoted as the
circled ‘1’ and ‘2’ in Fig. 1. The two messages in a pair are
at a distance of s + 1. The i-th and (i − 1)-th pairs have a
range overlap of size bi. The desired message pairs and the
codewords form a ‘chain’: the desired message pair requires
a codeword; the codeword then determines the new desired
message pair based on its range. In this way, the ‘chain’
keeps until the newly determined desired message has already
been generated. For instance, in Fig. 1, the message wb1 is a
desired message generated by the first transmission; since it
is generated again by the third transmission, the chain stops
with three transmissions. The adjacent desired message pairs
have a shift of s+1− bi, shown in Fig. 1 as the solid arrows.
When the chain stops, all the pairs’ shifts sum up to at least
m. Let k be the number of transmissions we discover in the
argument. We have

∑k
i=1(s+ 1− bi) ≥ m. Since ` ≥ k, we

can replace k with ` and have the inequality

s`+ ` ≥
∑̀
i=1

bi +m. (5)

b) Maximum Number of Satisfied Users: Here we con-
sider the maximum number of users that can be satisfied by
a given G. For one transmission of range b, the maximum
number of users that can be satisfied is 2(b − 1). Let the set
of users whose side information sets intersect but not contain
the range of gi be denoted by Qi, |Qi| ≤ 2(bi− 1). We argue
that all satisfied users must be in one of the Qi, i ∈ [`], i.e.,
|∪`i=1Qi| = m. This can be proved by contradiction. Without
loss of generality, let u1 be a user that is securely satisfied by

b1
<latexit sha1_base64="iDdJpHvr14s1W9C5LoxzpfiXFOo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWegj6Xr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0SjYEb/nlVdKqVb2Lau3+slK/yeMowgmcwjl4cAV1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/qN42K</latexit>

b2
<latexit sha1_base64="kK1gl1QjQww5BMdp6C4QZB8GL+U=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWegj6tX654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6RVq3oX1dr9ZaV+k8dRhBM4hXPw4ArqcAcNaAKDITzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/ru42L</latexit>

b3
<latexit sha1_base64="PLuosOpbauOhh8DWJRQ6FCVha4w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0laQU9S8OKxoq2FNpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbROnmvEWi2WsOwE1XArFWyhQ8k6iOY0CyR+D8c3Mf3zi2ohYPeAk4X5Eh0qEglG00n3Qr/fLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuRo9stfvUHM0ogrZJIa0/XcBP2MahRM8mmplxqeUDamQ961VNGIGz+bnzolZ1YZkDDWthSSufp7IqORMZMosJ0RxZFZ9mbif143xfDKz4RKUuSKLRaFqSQYk9nfZCA0ZygnllCmhb2VsBHVlKFNp2RD8JZfXiXtWtWrV2t3F5XGdR5HEU7gFM7Bg0towC00oQUMhvAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8A7T+NjA==</latexit>

m
<latexit sha1_base64="hgrbGyfUs1b/Mr5+M32Ck4D9zmA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3a3STsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgkfYMtwI7CQKqQwEPgTj25n/8IRK8zi6N5MEfUmHEQ85o8ZKTdkvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyVGhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFraUQlaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtiJD5urviYxKrScysJ2SmpFe9mbif143NeG1n/EoSQ1GbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP1tuM9Q==</latexit>

s + 1 � b2
<latexit sha1_base64="Ao69odAzGco/myrVStIA5DtWcB4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEtSBXssePFYwdpCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYMiXv093vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjRxOnmvEWi2WsOwE1XArFWyhQ8k6iOY0CydvB+Hbmt5+4NiJWDzhJuB/RoRKhYBSt1DYX3mXQr/XLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuRo9stfvUHM0ogrZJIa0/XcBP2MahRM8mmplxqeUDamQ961VNGIGz+bnzslZ1YZkDDWthSSufp7IqORMZMosJ0RxZFZ9mbif143xbDuZ0IlKXLFFovCVBKMyex3MhCaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytAmVLIheMsvr5LHWtW7qtburyuNeh5HEU7gFM7BgxtowB00oQUMxvAMr/DmJM6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AAIqOqQ==</latexit>

s + 1 � b3
<latexit sha1_base64="Vtj36eLad1dQLqtV3OXK8sg1ejg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgiGE3Ecwx4MVjBPOAZAmzk0kyZHZ2mekVwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmIpDLrut5Pb2Nza3snvFvb2Dw6PiscnLRMlmvEmi2SkOwE1XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ0DydvB5G7ut5+4NiJSjziNuR/SkRJDwShaqW2uvOugX+0XS27ZXYCsEy8jJcjQ6Be/eoOIJSFXyCQ1puu5Mfop1SiY5LNCLzE8pmxCR7xrqaIhN366OHdGLqwyIMNI21JIFurviZSGxkzDwHaGFMdm1ZuL/3ndBIc1PxUqTpArtlw0TCTBiMx/JwOhOUM5tYQyLeythI2ppgxtQgUbgrf68jppVcpetVx5uCnVa1kceTiDc7gED26hDvfQgCYwmMAzvMKbEzsvzrvzsWzNOdnMKfyB8/kDAg6Oqg==</latexit>

s + 1 � b1
<latexit sha1_base64="wn4xeZbkhMeQC7Va5+FJ6H05Ysc=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEtSBXssePFYwdpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0B/hxYMiXv093vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjzpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNAYDsY38789hMqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSh5yRo2V2vrCuwz6Xr9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5mv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWVAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b9jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV8ljrepdVWv315VGPY+jCCdwCufgwQ004A6a0AIGY3iGV3hzEufFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8A/veOqA==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="W5oRYpqlD1UnzCIMJAFPz4aEfAU=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbAaDYBV2Y6GdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrxCVPYGOhiK0PYOWT2Fn6Jk4uhSb+MPDx/+cw5xwvFlxp2/6yMkvLK6tr2fXcxubW9k5+d6+uokQyrLFIRLLpUYWCh1jTXAtsxhJp4AlseIPLcd64Q6l4FN7oYYxuQHsh9zmj2lhVp5Mv2EV7IrIIzgwKFx/331fvB2mlk/9sdyOWBBhqJqhSLceOtZtSqTkTOMq1E4UxZQPaw5bBkAao3HQy6IgcG6dL/EiaF2oycX93pDRQahh4pjKguq/ms7H5X9ZKtH/upjyME40hm37kJ4LoiIy3Jl0ukWkxNECZ5GZWwvpUUqbNbXLmCM78yotQLxWd02Kp6hTKNkyVhUM4ghNw4AzKcA0VqAEDhAd4gmfr1nq0XqzXaWnGmvXswx9Zbz+aspB2</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="W5oRYpqlD1UnzCIMJAFPz4aEfAU=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbAaDYBV2Y6GdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrxCVPYGOhiK0PYOWT2Fn6Jk4uhSb+MPDx/+cw5xwvFlxp2/6yMkvLK6tr2fXcxubW9k5+d6+uokQyrLFIRLLpUYWCh1jTXAtsxhJp4AlseIPLcd64Q6l4FN7oYYxuQHsh9zmj2lhVp5Mv2EV7IrIIzgwKFx/331fvB2mlk/9sdyOWBBhqJqhSLceOtZtSqTkTOMq1E4UxZQPaw5bBkAao3HQy6IgcG6dL/EiaF2oycX93pDRQahh4pjKguq/ms7H5X9ZKtH/upjyME40hm37kJ4LoiIy3Jl0ukWkxNECZ5GZWwvpUUqbNbXLmCM78yotQLxWd02Kp6hTKNkyVhUM4ghNw4AzKcA0VqAEDhAd4gmfr1nq0XqzXaWnGmvXswx9Zbz+aspB2</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="nc/qcslRXDPyto/oz8T/tIF+JR8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbBaDYBV2Y6GdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJmdXWZmhbjkCWwsFLH1Aax8EjtL38TJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pzjx5wp7ThfVmZpeWV1Lbue29jc2t7J7+7VVZRIijUa8Ug2faKQM4E1zTTHZiyRhD7Hhj+4HOeNO5SKReJGD2P0QtITLGCUaGNVS518wSk6E9mL4M6gcPFx/331fpBWOvnPdjeiSYhCU06UarlOrL2USM0ox1GunSiMCR2QHrYMChKi8tLJoCP72DhdO4ikeULbE/d3R0pCpYahbypDovtqPhub/2WtRAfnXspEnGgUdPpRkHBbR/Z4a7vLJFLNhwYIlczMatM+kYRqc5ucOYI7v/Ii1EtF97RYqrqFsgNTZeEQjuAEXDiDMlxDBWpAAeEBnuDZurUerRfrdVqasWY9+/BH1tsPnDaQdw==</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="nc/qcslRXDPyto/oz8T/tIF+JR8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbBaDYBV2Y6GdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJmdXWZmhbjkCWwsFLH1Aax8EjtL38TJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pzjx5wp7ThfVmZpeWV1Lbue29jc2t7J7+7VVZRIijUa8Ug2faKQM4E1zTTHZiyRhD7Hhj+4HOeNO5SKReJGD2P0QtITLGCUaGNVS518wSk6E9mL4M6gcPFx/331fpBWOvnPdjeiSYhCU06UarlOrL2USM0ox1GunSiMCR2QHrYMChKi8tLJoCP72DhdO4ikeULbE/d3R0pCpYahbypDovtqPhub/2WtRAfnXspEnGgUdPpRkHBbR/Z4a7vLJFLNhwYIlczMatM+kYRqc5ucOYI7v/Ii1EtF97RYqrqFsgNTZeEQjuAEXDiDMlxDBWpAAeEBnuDZurUerRfrdVqasWY9+/BH1tsPnDaQdw==</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="nc/qcslRXDPyto/oz8T/tIF+JR8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbBaDYBV2Y6GdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJmdXWZmhbjkCWwsFLH1Aax8EjtL38TJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pzjx5wp7ThfVmZpeWV1Lbue29jc2t7J7+7VVZRIijUa8Ug2faKQM4E1zTTHZiyRhD7Hhj+4HOeNO5SKReJGD2P0QtITLGCUaGNVS518wSk6E9mL4M6gcPFx/331fpBWOvnPdjeiSYhCU06UarlOrL2USM0ox1GunSiMCR2QHrYMChKi8tLJoCP72DhdO4ikeULbE/d3R0pCpYahbypDovtqPhub/2WtRAfnXspEnGgUdPpRkHBbR/Z4a7vLJFLNhwYIlczMatM+kYRqc5ucOYI7v/Ii1EtF97RYqrqFsgNTZeEQjuAEXDiDMlxDBWpAAeEBnuDZurUerRfrdVqasWY9+/BH1tsPnDaQdw==</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="nc/qcslRXDPyto/oz8T/tIF+JR8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbBaDYBV2Y6GdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJmdXWZmhbjkCWwsFLH1Aax8EjtL38TJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pzjx5wp7ThfVmZpeWV1Lbue29jc2t7J7+7VVZRIijUa8Ug2faKQM4E1zTTHZiyRhD7Hhj+4HOeNO5SKReJGD2P0QtITLGCUaGNVS518wSk6E9mL4M6gcPFx/331fpBWOvnPdjeiSYhCU06UarlOrL2USM0ox1GunSiMCR2QHrYMChKi8tLJoCP72DhdO4ikeULbE/d3R0pCpYahbypDovtqPhub/2WtRAfnXspEnGgUdPpRkHBbR/Z4a7vLJFLNhwYIlczMatM+kYRqc5ucOYI7v/Ii1EtF97RYqrqFsgNTZeEQjuAEXDiDMlxDBWpAAeEBnuDZurUerRfrdVqasWY9+/BH1tsPnDaQdw==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="W5oRYpqlD1UnzCIMJAFPz4aEfAU=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbAaDYBV2Y6GdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrxCVPYGOhiK0PYOWT2Fn6Jk4uhSb+MPDx/+cw5xwvFlxp2/6yMkvLK6tr2fXcxubW9k5+d6+uokQyrLFIRLLpUYWCh1jTXAtsxhJp4AlseIPLcd64Q6l4FN7oYYxuQHsh9zmj2lhVp5Mv2EV7IrIIzgwKFx/331fvB2mlk/9sdyOWBBhqJqhSLceOtZtSqTkTOMq1E4UxZQPaw5bBkAao3HQy6IgcG6dL/EiaF2oycX93pDRQahh4pjKguq/ms7H5X9ZKtH/upjyME40hm37kJ4LoiIy3Jl0ukWkxNECZ5GZWwvpUUqbNbXLmCM78yotQLxWd02Kp6hTKNkyVhUM4ghNw4AzKcA0VqAEDhAd4gmfr1nq0XqzXaWnGmvXswx9Zbz+aspB2</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="W5oRYpqlD1UnzCIMJAFPz4aEfAU=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbAaDYBV2Y6GdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrxCVPYGOhiK0PYOWT2Fn6Jk4uhSb+MPDx/+cw5xwvFlxp2/6yMkvLK6tr2fXcxubW9k5+d6+uokQyrLFIRLLpUYWCh1jTXAtsxhJp4AlseIPLcd64Q6l4FN7oYYxuQHsh9zmj2lhVp5Mv2EV7IrIIzgwKFx/331fvB2mlk/9sdyOWBBhqJqhSLceOtZtSqTkTOMq1E4UxZQPaw5bBkAao3HQy6IgcG6dL/EiaF2oycX93pDRQahh4pjKguq/ms7H5X9ZKtH/upjyME40hm37kJ4LoiIy3Jl0ukWkxNECZ5GZWwvpUUqbNbXLmCM78yotQLxWd02Kp6hTKNkyVhUM4ghNw4AzKcA0VqAEDhAd4gmfr1nq0XqzXaWnGmvXswx9Zbz+aspB2</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="myqxxMFgtaDuI5Ahb524wm/3/Dw=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbAaDYBV2TaGdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrxCVPYGOhiK0PYOWT2Fn6Jk4uhSb+MPDx/+cw5xwvFlxp2/6yMkvLK6tr2fXcxubW9k5+d6+uokQyrLFIRLLpUYWCh1jTXAtsxhJp4AlseIPLcd64Q6l4FN7oYYxuQHsh9zmj2ljVUidfsIv2RGQRnBkULj7uv6/eD9JKJ//Z7kYsCTDUTFClWo4dazelUnMmcJRrJwpjyga0hy2DIQ1Quelk0BE5Nk6X+JE0L9Rk4v7uSGmg1DDwTGVAdV/NZ2Pzv6yVaP/cTXkYJxpDNv3ITwTRERlvTbpcItNiaIAyyc2shPWppEyb2+TMEZz5lRehflp0SsXTqlMo2zBVFg7hCE7AgTMowzVUoAYMEB7gCZ6tW+vRerFep6UZa9azD39kvf0AnbqQeA==</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="myqxxMFgtaDuI5Ahb524wm/3/Dw=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbAaDYBV2TaGdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrxCVPYGOhiK0PYOWT2Fn6Jk4uhSb+MPDx/+cw5xwvFlxp2/6yMkvLK6tr2fXcxubW9k5+d6+uokQyrLFIRLLpUYWCh1jTXAtsxhJp4AlseIPLcd64Q6l4FN7oYYxuQHsh9zmj2ljVUidfsIv2RGQRnBkULj7uv6/eD9JKJ//Z7kYsCTDUTFClWo4dazelUnMmcJRrJwpjyga0hy2DIQ1Quelk0BE5Nk6X+JE0L9Rk4v7uSGmg1DDwTGVAdV/NZ2Pzv6yVaP/cTXkYJxpDNv3ITwTRERlvTbpcItNiaIAyyc2shPWppEyb2+TMEZz5lRehflp0SsXTqlMo2zBVFg7hCE7AgTMowzVUoAYMEB7gCZ6tW+vRerFep6UZa9azD39kvf0AnbqQeA==</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="myqxxMFgtaDuI5Ahb524wm/3/Dw=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbAaDYBV2TaGdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrxCVPYGOhiK0PYOWT2Fn6Jk4uhSb+MPDx/+cw5xwvFlxp2/6yMkvLK6tr2fXcxubW9k5+d6+uokQyrLFIRLLpUYWCh1jTXAtsxhJp4AlseIPLcd64Q6l4FN7oYYxuQHsh9zmj2ljVUidfsIv2RGQRnBkULj7uv6/eD9JKJ//Z7kYsCTDUTFClWo4dazelUnMmcJRrJwpjyga0hy2DIQ1Quelk0BE5Nk6X+JE0L9Rk4v7uSGmg1DDwTGVAdV/NZ2Pzv6yVaP/cTXkYJxpDNv3ITwTRERlvTbpcItNiaIAyyc2shPWppEyb2+TMEZz5lRehflp0SsXTqlMo2zBVFg7hCE7AgTMowzVUoAYMEB7gCZ6tW+vRerFep6UZa9azD39kvf0AnbqQeA==</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="myqxxMFgtaDuI5Ahb524wm/3/Dw=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt3jpbAaDYBV2TaGdAQstEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrxCVPYGOhiK0PYOWT2Fn6Jk4uhSb+MPDx/+cw5xwvFlxp2/6yMkvLK6tr2fXcxubW9k5+d6+uokQyrLFIRLLpUYWCh1jTXAtsxhJp4AlseIPLcd64Q6l4FN7oYYxuQHsh9zmj2ljVUidfsIv2RGQRnBkULj7uv6/eD9JKJ//Z7kYsCTDUTFClWo4dazelUnMmcJRrJwpjyga0hy2DIQ1Quelk0BE5Nk6X+JE0L9Rk4v7uSGmg1DDwTGVAdV/NZ2Pzv6yVaP/cTXkYJxpDNv3ITwTRERlvTbpcItNiaIAyyc2shPWppEyb2+TMEZz5lRehflp0SsXTqlMo2zBVFg7hCE7AgTMowzVUoAYMEB7gCZ6tW+vRerFep6UZa9azD39kvf0AnbqQeA==</latexit>

Fig. 1. Codewords and corresponding desired message pairs for the converse
bound.

G but not in any Qi. Thus G is a block diagonal matrix, and
Span(G) can be divided into two orthogonal spaces Span(G1)
and Span(G2). Span(G1) is not helpful for u1. In order for u1
to decode, there must be a standard basis vector in Span(G2)
and thus there is a standard basis contained in Span(G). This
violates the security constraint in [6, Proposition 1].

Therefore, by union bound we have m = | ∪`i=1 Qi| ≤∑`
i=1 |Qi| ≤ 2

∑`
i=1(bi − 1). Finally, we have∑̀

i=1

bi ≥
m

2
+ `. (6)

c) Final Step: By combining (5) and (6) we have

` ≥ 3m

2s
, (7)

which is the desired converse bound in Theorem 2.

VI. ACHIEVABLE SCHEMES

When m
m−s ∈ Z we use the achievable scheme for the

decentralized PICOD in [5]. The scheme satisfies the security
constraint since all users have all but one messages that are
involved in the codewords. Therefore, it is impossible for a
user to decode more than one message. The scheme is optimal
since it is optimal without security constraint.

Next we provide achievable schemes for two cases where
our converse under linear encoding constraint is tight. One of
the schemes can be further generalized to all even m. Lastly,
we provide a class of feasible cases with odd m and m

m−s /∈ Z.
a) m

2s ∈ Z: An optimal scheme is to send {w1+2sk +
w2+2sk, w3+2sk + ws−2+2sk, ws−3+2sk + ws−4+2sk}, k ∈
{0, 1, . . . , m2s − 1}, for a total of 3m

2s transmissions.
b) s = 3 and even m: An optimal achievable scheme

is {w1+2k + w2+2k}, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m2 }, for a total of m/2
transmissions. Note that in this case 3m

2s = m
2 .

c) m is even: We can further generalize the scheme for
s = 3, even m case to all even m cases. The scheme transmits
{∑s−1+2k mod m

i=1+2k wi}, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m2 + 1− d s2e}.
d) odd m, s = m − 3 ≥ 8, m

m−s /∈ Z: This case
shows that not all odd m and m

m−s /∈ Z are infeasible.

The scheme has four transmissions, {w1 +
∑m−7

2
i=1 w2i +

wm−6,
∑m−9

2
i=1 w2i+1+wm−5+wm4

, wm−3+wm−2, wm−1+
wm}. which are currently working to generalize.
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